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What Clients Say

"Alisha takes us on a transformative journey each time she
works with our team and members. Through her magnetic

presence and skillful creation of nurturing and inclusive
spaces, Alisha cultivates healing, wellness, and a profound

sense of belonging that resonates long after the session ends."

Chrissi Miles, Director Professional Development
NJEA

"Enlightening!! In just one hour, Alisha managed to deliver
a message that changed the way we perceive inclusivity
and connection within our teams. I can't wait to see what

she has in store for us this year!"

Terriann Procida, CEO 
Innovative Benefit Planning

"Human Connectio n is the pulse of the YMCA work. Alisha's
message as keynote speaker for our All-Team Rally was a

perfect sentiment for inspiration, and a reminder that
every single team member brings something special and

much needed in our mission to strengthen lives." 

Laurie Goganzer
President and CEO, YMCA of Greater Monmouth

County

"Alisha's keynote was a highlight of the DEIB Summit we
hosted. Her passion, expertise, and ability to communicate
complex ideas in a relatable manner left a lasting impact

on me and the entire audience. Alisha's emphasis on
creating cultures of connection and well-being was a

refreshing reminder that we can make a positive
difference in the lives of those around us." 

Jerri Kemble, National Academic Advisor, ClassLink

"Alisha's command of her subject matter and the ability to
thoughtfully and empathetically teach the concepts to my
staff and I has profoundly changed the way we carry out

our mission."

Doug Eagles, Chief Executive Officer 
Boys and Girl s Clubs

"Alisha De Lorenzo is nothing short of extraordinary. Her
deep understanding, empathy, and expertise in areas of
mental health and well-being shines through each word
she speaks, leaving audiences captivated and inspired.
Her ability to share compelling stories while providing

practical strategies makes her an exceptional speaker
who truly makes a lasting impact on[those] seeking

transformation and growth." 

Christian Fuscarino, Executive Director 
Garden State Equality
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